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According to 2012 edelman trust barometer

Posted In: Asset Manager Code, Standards, Ethics and Regulations (SER) After a turbulent year for global capital markets, which saw the longest insider trading conviction ever and the Olympus Corp. accounting scandal, public confidence in the financial services industry has taken another hit, according
to findings by the 2012 Edelman Trust Barometer. On its 12th anniversary, the study measures attitudes to a state of trust in business, government, NGOs and the media in 25 countries. And once again, banks and financial services are at the top of the rankings, with only 47% of respondents and 45% of
respondents scoring these sectors positively on the confidence scale. That is worse than in 2011, when the banking and financial services sectors sagged a similar score of 50% and 48%.  The Edelman report contains a number of factors that contribute to the loss of confidence in financial services. The
debt crisis in the euro area led to a significant percentage point decline in the countries of Germany, France and Spain. At the same time, the ongoing political impasse was seen as increasing confidence not only in the financial services sector, but also in the government and business as a whole.  In fact,
trust in the government suffered its steep decline in Edelman's history. Of the 25 countries surveyed, 17 countries now trust the government with less than half of what is right, the report says. There were many factors at stake, such as governments' response to natural disasters and questions about their
ability to effectively manage political and economic crises. Trust in individual leaders also waned among government and business institutions. Although certain individuals were not identified, the credibility ratings of government officials/regulators and business leaders plunged into the question of whether
they were reliable sources of information. Only 29% of respondents found government officials and regulators credible – significantly less than the 38% who consider the company's CEOs to be trustworthy. However, both groups fell by more than 12 percentage points from 2011. One interesting aspect of
the Edelman report overlaps with the findings of the CFA Institute Global Market Sentiment Survey, and this is linked to the view that regulatory oversight is needed more than less. The weakening of the trust and credibility of the state institutions in the Edelman report does not change the respondents'
views on the need to continuously improve the rules and regulations of conduct in order to improve businesses. As the Edelman report points out, there is flexibility and speed in business to implement change on its own. Investment firms, on the other hand, can earn a license to lead by leveraging the
ETHICAL resources of the CFA Institute. Asset Manager's Professional Code the principles that companies must follow reinforce their commitment to protecting customers' interests. By completing an ethical decision-making course, the company's employees will receive techniques to deal with the many
ethical challenges faced by asset managers. Customers look beyond simple market returns to find managers to whom they give their invested assets. Simple actions in the investment management sector can raise the bar of ethics and what individual companies expect from their employees. A joint effort
by many is needed to restore the lost public confidence that industry has maintained in recent years. Posted In: Standards, Ethics and Regulations (SER) The latest Edelman Trust Barometer, published in January 2017, reports that public confidence has declined widely in four institutions under review:
government, business, media and NGOs. Confidence in the media fell to a record low in 17 countries and trust in the government fell to 41 per cent from 42 per cent. Today, the government is the least trusted institution in half of the 28 countries surveyed. Although confidence in the four broad institutions
was declining, the ranking of the general public actually increased in individual industries, as shown in the following charts. Survey respondents are asked to show how much they trust companies in listed industries to do the right thing. Technology remains the most reliable industry, with 75% of
respondents saying they trust the industry. And while financial services remain at the lower end of the order of confidence, the trend over the past six years is positive. Financial services has increased its trust point by 11 pps (percentage points) since 2012. The growth is double that of other industries,
with the exception of Energy, which grew by nine percentage points in the same period. Note: Industry confidence level outages were not included in the original report, but on request Edelman provided the CFA Institute with the applicable data collected in its study. Is it the economy or the economy?
Positive results from many market indices may strengthen confidence values. According to CNN Money, the best stock market performance of 2016 came from regions around the world. 2016 Percent gains RTS index (Russia)52.00% Merval Index (Argentina)45.00% Bovespa Index (Brazil)39.00% All-
Share Index (Norway)18.00% TSX Composite Index (Canada)17.50% Stock Market Index (Indonesia)17.50% Stock Market Index ()Indonesia)18.00% TSX Composite Index (Canada)17.50% Stock Market Index (Indonesia)1 15.00% FTSE 100 Index (UK)14.40% Dow Jones Industrial Average
(US)13.40% Source: Based on data from Alanna Petroff, best (and worst) stock markets of 2016, CNNMoney (December 30, 2016): . But according to the results, there are still clear gaps when we look at the confidence-building features of the survey respondents' assessments. In the following, the
following: blue bars indicate the importance level of respondents to individual attributes. Green bars show how often these properties are observed in practice. Just as improvements were observed in the confidence of individual industries, the gaps between important and performance identified in the 2017
results narrowed, as shown in the following chart. The narrowing was due to improved observed performance and not a decrease in significance. So it seems that companies are hearing the message that their business is important to customers. In order to increase trust, as a sign of commitment to ethics
and integrity, the report outlines a new approach to these institutions. The rulers can no longer make decisions on behalf of the people. Today, the report calls for authority to cooperate with people, while taking into account all stakeholders involved in the decision-making process. At the CFA Institute, we
see companies demonstrating a commitment to keeping customers' interests paramount by continually submitting claims to compliance with the CFA Institute Asset Manager Code and Global Investment Performance Standards. The number of globally recognised companies and advisory firms owned
and operated by individually continues to grow, committing themselves to complying with standards that promote transparency and ethical practices. And every year, the verification elements of a compliant company on their compliance policies and procedures to ensure that they remain compliant. The
process also requires employees to be involved in some form of review or training of the Code of Conduct. Consider the next company that aligns its procedures with these globally recognized standards. This commitment may well provide the necessary guidance for an employee facing unexpected ethical
problems. If you liked this post, consider subscribing to Market Integrity Insights insights. Photo Credit: ©Getty Images/trekandshoot Tags: Investment Industry Edelman's Trust Barometer for 2012, launched yesterday worldwide and today with specific data from the UK, reveals a drop in systemic trust,
according to the PR Agency. For digital marketers, however, the growth of a recipient of trust as someone like me can mean enormous potential. As Edelman MD of digital Marshall Manson explains, it's a good sign because it's the starting point on which digital marketing is based. In 2009, only 31% of
those in the UK said they would consider the company's CEO a credible source, while people said they trusted their peers 47% of the time. In 2010, the two roles changed places where 50% of people chose to believe official spokesperson and only 43% chose peer recommendation. This year, UK chief
executives will again face a major hurdle to convince the public that they need to be listened to: they were the least credible public spokesperson for business or organisation, organisation, only 30% of respondents consider them reliable. More credible were academics or experts (73%), followed by a
person like me (60%), a technical expert (56%), an ordinary worker or a financial/industrial analyst (55%). Curiously, although the Leveson investigation is in full force and phone hacking is still in people's minds – media trust seems strange across the UK. But once it's broken down, we'll see things more
clearly. Sixty-eight per cent of the UK does not trust the tabloids. 58% trust tv and radio news. Forty-seven percent trust broadsheten. Danny Whatmough, director of the EML Wildfire account, points out that it is fascinating to see that, among governments, NGOs, businesses and the media, only the latter
has gained confidence among informed audiences over the past 12 months. It reflects the openness that has been severely observed among companies. In the UK, 63% also said they had to hear things three to five times before they believed it. The idea that we say something as often and in many ways
as possible is nothing new, but now that we have the diversity of the media, it is gaining new momentum these days. He also added that when we segment media into its component parts according to the results, trust in social media has grown the most – by up to 75%. Public willingness to trust social
media has increased. However, combining the need to hear things more than once before believing it, the importance of integrating and using each communication channel still seems to be key. Edelman himself faces criticism for disclosing these findings from MP Tom Watson, who suggested yesterday
via Twitter that a PR company that chooses to work with News International (NI) should not be trusted to comment on the issue of trust. Staniforth's partner, Jon Clements, addressed the issue, saying that such a statement may be too simplistic. On the other hand, if NI's request was to get us off the hook,
run it any way you want, but don't tell us how our business is run, Edelman probably wouldn't have taken the job. On the other hand, had NI acknowledged its mistakes and asked for help – should the Agency be criticised for taking out such an account? Just as most offenders get the chance to rehabilitate
themselves, businesses and organisations deserve the opportunity to back up and build a new, responsible and ethical mindset. And if a PR company is part of the company's genuine and concerted effort to show remorse and willingness to change, then why not? Creating any goodwill and understanding
among the public are ungigable goals for the company and its PR advisors. StrategyOnen 12. Nniiden Nniiden 1,000 adults over the age of 18 and 200 participated in the study. Public.
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